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Abstract— The peer-to-peer communication paradigm, when
used to disseminate bulk content or to stream real-time multimedia, has enjoyed the distinct advantage of scalability when
compared to the client-server model, since it takes advantage
of available upload bandwidth at participating peers to alleviate
server load. As multiple concurrent peer-to-peer sessions co-exist
in the Internet, it is natural to demand differentiated services in
different sessions, with respect to Quality of Service metrics such
as bit rates and latencies. The problem of service differentiation
across sessions, however, has never been addressed in the literature at the application layer. In this paper, we open a new
direction of research that treats different peer-to-peer sessions
with different priorities, and present Diverse, a novel applicationlayer approach to achieve service differentiation across different
sessions. An extensive evaluation of our implementation of Diverse
in an emulated peer-to-peer environment has demonstrated its
effectiveness in achieving our design objectives.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The paradigm of peer-to-peer (P2P) communications over
the Internet [1], [2], [3] has been successfully implemented
in current-generation Internet applications. Well known example applications include large-volume peer-to-peer content
distribution (e.g., BitTorrent [4]), as well as on-demand or
live peer-to-peer multimedia streaming [5], [6]. As one of the
most significant benefits of peer-to-peer communications, participating peers in a content distribution or streaming session
seek to maximally utilize their upload bandwidth capacities
to serve other peers in the same session, alleviating the load
on dedicated content distribution or streaming servers. Such
an advantage is especially prominent when the number of
participating peers in a peer-to-peer session scales up, as in a
typical “flash crowd” scenario when a particular data item or
media stream interests many peers at the same time.
As the peer-to-peer communication paradigm evolves in the
Internet, we expect to experience multiple content distribution
or media streaming sessions, running concurrently in the peerto-peer application-layer overlay. Similar to the concept of
multicast groups in traditional IP multicast, each session has its
own group of participating peers, and its own data item to be
disseminated to all the participants (or media to be streamed).
It is natural to expect that some of these sessions expect a
better service with respect to Quality of Service (QoS) metrics
such as bit rates and latencies. As good examples, a live peerto-peer streaming session of premium television channels to
paid subscribers should enjoy a higher priority and a better
quality than another streaming session of regular broadcast

television channels to the general public. Furthermore, a
streaming session of live multimedia should be handled with
a higher priority than a content distribution session of bulk
data (e.g., on-line backups). In this work, such a need for
differentiated services to different peer-to-peer communication
sessions is referred to as service differentiation in applicationlayer peer-to-peer networks. Although many mechanisms have
been proposed to support service differentiation in the network
layer [7], [8], [9], very few have been implemented in core and
edge switches in the current Internet, which are still largely
best-effort.

In this paper, we propose Diverse, a new paradigm of peerto-peer communication with support for different levels of
service differentiation. In Diverse, we treat different sessions
with different priorities, and propose a novel application-layer
approach to achieve service differentiation across peer-to-peer
communication sessions. Towards this objective, our original
contributions are two-fold. First, we seek to construct and
customize optimal peer-to-peer topologies for each of the
concurrent sessions in the peer-to-peer overlay, based on their
priority levels. Second, based on these optimal topologies, we
apply priority-based message scheduling at each of the participating peers in the application layer, which further improves
the quality experienced by high-priority sessions over those of
lower priorities. Highlights of Diverse include the design of a
practical protocol to implement service differentiation in peerto-peer networks, which adapts to network dynamics including
peer joins, departures and network congestion. To our best
knowledge, this paper is the first that identifies the need
for service differentiation across peer-to-peer communication
sessions, and that addresses the corresponding challenges with
pure application-layer approaches.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we present our system model and motivate the design
of Diverse. A detailed description of the main components
in Diverse are discussed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present
practical and fully distributed protocols that implement Diverse. Evaluation results of its implementation in an emulated
peer-to-peer environment are presented in Sec. V. We discuss
related work and conclude the paper in Sec. VI and Sec. VII,
respectively.

II. D IVERSE : S YSTEM MODEL AND M OTIVATIONAL
I NSIGHTS
In this paper, we consider a collection of peers, with each
peer participating in one or multiple peer-to-peer communication sessions. In each peer-to-peer communication session,
there is one original data source, and the rest of the peers
are receivers. The connectivity graph among the source and
receivers in one session constitutes a mesh overlay topology.
The entire peer-to-peer overlay consists of all such mesh
topologies, each in an peer-to-peer communication session.
Such a peer-to-peer overlay can be modeled as a directed
graph G = (N, A), where N is the set of all the vertices
(peers) and A is the set of directed arcs (directed peer-to-peer
links). Let S be the set of sessions that concurrently exist in
(0)
the peer-to-peer overlay. Let vs be the source for session s,
(1) (2) (3)
∀s ∈ S, and Ts = {vs , vs , vs , . . .} be its set of receivers.
As is the set of peer-to-peer links in session s. When peer i
is the upstream peer serving peer j in session s, i.e., peer j is
the downstream peer of i in s, the link (i, j) is in As . We then
(0)
have N = ∪s∈S ({vs } ∪ Ts ) and A = ∪s∈S As . Each session
s is assigned to a certain priority level, denoted by Cs , with
a larger number denoting a higher priority level. An example
of such a peer-to-peer overlay with two sessions is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
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Concurrent peer-to-peer communication sessions: an example.

In the design of Diverse in this paper, we make the following
realistic assumptions:
⊲ At different times in a communication session, a peer
may switch to different upstream peers to retrieve its
available data content at the moment. Therefore, the mesh
topologies of the sessions are changing dynamically.
⊲ In such a mesh network featuring parallel downloading,
there are risks the same content may be unnecessarily
supplied by multiple upstream peers. In this paper, we
assume such delivery redundancy problem is solved by
applying a certain coding scheme, e.g., network coding,
and there is no need to reconcile the content difference

during retrieval.
⊲ In a peer-to-peer overlay, performance bottlenecks mainly
occur at the peers at the edge of the Internet, rather
than at Internet backbone routers. This is due to the fact
that peers usually have very limited and heterogeneous
processing and bandwidth capacities.
Based on these assumptions, the design objective of an
effective service differentiation mechanism is to provide better
performance to high-priority sessions and a certain degree of
fairness to low-priority sessions, while still adapting well to
the dynamics in the network. In addition, we wish to make the
best use of the limited upload capacities at each of the peers
in the application layer.
We now motivate the design of Diverse by identifying a few
influential parameters that determine the main performance
metrics of a peer-to-peer communication session: end-to-end
delay and throughput experienced by each peer in the session.
A careful inspection of the end-to-end delay in the peerto-peer session leads to the following parameters: (1) The
message queueing delay at each intermediate peer; (2) the
bandwidth share allocated by each peer for the session, which
determines its transmission delay; (3) the number of overlay
hops traversed by data flows in the session from the source;
and (4) the delay on each overlay link between peers (determined by the sum of delays in the underlying IP-layer links).
In Diverse, to reduce the message queueing delay at each
peer, we apply an application-layer priority scheduling algorithm, henceforth referred to as the overlay priority scheduling
algorithm. Such scheduling of messages belonging to different
sessions allows for differentiated queueing delays at the peers,
with respect to sessions at different priority levels.
To address the challenges of differentiating other delay parameters and throughput across different sessions, we propose
a priority-based optimal topology construction and bandwidth
allocation algorithm, referred to as optimal bandwidth allocation algorithm. In this algorithm, by choosing better overlay
paths for high-priority sessions, we take into consideration the
number of overlay hops the paths traverse, as well as the quality of overlay links. By allocating upload bandwidths based on
the priority levels, we further guarantee the bandwidth share
for high-priority sessions. Diverse represents the design of
efficient algorithms that implement these key insights.
III. D IVERSE : E FFECTIVE S ERVICE D IFFERENTIATION
Diverse represents a complete solution towards the realization of service differentiation across sessions of different
priorities. It consists of two main components: overlay priority
scheduling and priority-based optimal bandwidth allocation.
A. Overlay priority scheduling
When data messages belonging to different sessions arrive at
a peer, the scheduling of the order in which they are processed
and relayed to other peers plays a significant role in differentiating their queueing delays. Therefore, we design two priority
schedulers at each peer, for incoming and outgoing messages,
respectively. An example of the two priority schedulers is
shown in Fig. 2, in which Peer i is participating in 4 sessions,
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Overlay scheduling with two priority schedulers: an example.

with session 1 and 2 in the high priority level II, session 3
and 4 in the low priority level I.
At the incoming scheduler of each peer, an incoming message queue is established for each of the sessions the peer is
participating in, and these queues are organized based on their
priority levels. Messages in different queues are processed
starting from the highest priority level. If there are C priority
levels in total, the scheduler serves the messages from the
queues at priority level c only if there does not exist any
message in the queues at priority levels c + 1, c + 2, . . ., C.
For queues in the same priority level, a round robin approach
is applied to schedule messages from different queues to the
processor. In the example shown in Fig. 2, the incoming
queues of session 1 and 2 are processed before those of session
3 and 4, as long as they are not empty.
At the outgoing scheduler, a message queue is set up for
each of the outgoing message flows of a session, which is
destined to a downstream peer. These queues are scheduled to
send data messages in the order of their session’s priorities,
and at the optimal rates computed by the priority-based
bandwidth allocator, which implements the optimal bandwidth
allocation algorithm to be discussed in the following section.
The regulation of allocated bandwidths for the message flows
are implemented by keeping track of the time to send the
next message for each of the queues. The time to send the
next message for an outgoing queue is initialized to zero, and
increased by the time used to send one message, i.e., the
message size divided by the allocated bandwidth, whenever
a message of this queue is sent. Therefore, the outgoing
scheduler goes through the outgoing queues in the order of
their priorities, and sends messages from a queue as long as
the current time is later than the time to send the next message
of this queue. As an analytical example based on Fig. 2, if data
messages are all of the same size and the bandwidths allocated
to five outgoing flows are 2, 4, 3, 2, 1 respectively, the outgoing
scheduler sends (on average) 2, 4, 3, 2, 1 messages in one
round for queues 1 to 5, respectively.
With the two schedulers, data messages belonging to highpriority sessions are guaranteed a lower queueing delay at the
peers. However, the risk of starving low-priority sessions may
arise with such priority scheduling. To eliminate such a risk,
in our design, we also optimally allocate upload capacity of a

peer to all the sessions based on their priority levels.
In Diverse, the implementation of priority scheduling at
peers in the application layer effectively compensates the
lack of such support at underlying IP routers. As we assume
performance bottlenecks of a peer-to-peer overlay lie in the
peers rather than the routers, we believe such applicationlayer priority scheduling can actually achieve better service
differentiation across multiple peer-to-peer sessions.
B. Priority-based optimal bandwidth allocation
We next present the derivation of our optimal bandwidth
allocation algorithm, which constructs priority-based optimal
topologies and computes bandwidth share along the links
for all the sessions in the peer-to-peer overlay. Towards
this objective, we first set up a convex optimization model
that maximizes overall utilities received by the peers in all
the sessions. Better path selection and favorable bandwidth
allocation for high-priority sessions are achieved by effectively
formulating session priorities and the quality of overlay links
into utility functions. We then discuss its solution algorithm
based on Lagrangian relaxation technique and subgradient
algorithm.
(ij)
1) Problem formulation: We use Us
to represent the
utility that peer j can receive by retrieving content of session
s from upstream peer i. It is a non-decreasing function of the
(ij)
variable xs , the bandwidth allocated for session s along link
(ij) (ij)
(i, j). We further assume Us (xs ) is strictly concave and
twice differentiable [10]. Based on our bottleneck assumption,
we consider constraints of the heterogeneous upload and
download capacities of each peer i, denoted by Oi and Ii
respectively. Let Rs be the maximum rate of session s. We
assume that a receiver only participates in sessions whose
total P
rate can be accommodated by its download capacity,
i.e.,
s:i∈Ts Rs ≤ Ii . In this case, we include the session
rate constraints at each receiver in the convex program, but
omit the download capacity constraint, which will otherwise
be redundant. The convex program is formulated as follows:
P:
X X
max
Us(ij) (x(ij)
(1)
s )
s∈S (i,j)∈As

subject to

P

s∈S

P

P

(ij)

j:(i,j)∈As xs
(ij)

i:(i,j)∈As
(ij)
xs

xs

≤ Oi ,

≤ Rs ,

≥ 0,

∀i ∈ N,

=−

∀j ∈ Ts , ∀s ∈ S,

(2)

∀(i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ S.

XX

X

j (ij)
(Us(ij) (x(ij)
s ) − µs xs ) −

i∈N s∈S j:(i,j)∈As

Us(ij) = Cs log(1 + Q(ij) x(ij)
s ).
By maximizing utility functions in this form, the convex optimization guarantees delivery rates of higher priority sessions
rather than those of lower priority sessions, and assigns larger
bandwidths for the former on the links with better quality.
In addition, fairness of bandwidth allocation to all sessions
is also guaranteed with this strictly-concave logarithmic function [11]. We also note that the input session topologies to
the optimization problem are dynamically determined by the
content availability at the peers. Therefore, the upstream peers
of a receiver in the input topologies are those which already
have the contents it attempts to retrieve. This implicitly takes
overlay hop counts into consideration in the optimization, and
thus the receivers are guaranteed to be in close proximity to the
source in terms of overlay hop counts in the resulting optimal
topologies.
2) Subgradient solution: In order to derive a fully decentralized algorithm to solve convex program P, we utilize
the subgradient algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation
technique, which is an efficient solution technique for convex
programs and can naturally achieve distributed implementation
[12], [13].
We start by analyzing the decomposition of convex program
P into multiple subproblems which can be independently
solved by each peer with its local information. For this
purpose, we utilize Lagrangian relaxation technique and relax
the constraints in (2) to derive Lagrangian dual of the primal
problem P. To apply Lagrangian relaxation, we consider
the equivalent standard minimization form of the objective
function in (1):
X X
min −
Us(ij) (x(ij)
(3)
s ).
s∈S (i,j)∈As

µjs Rs .

s∈S j∈Ts

Then we obtain the Lagrangian dual as follows:
max L(µ)

(4)

µ≥0

(ij)∗

An optimal solution to convex program P, {xs , ∀(i, j) ∈
As , ∀s ∈ S}, provides an optimal bandwidth allocation strategy, and determines the optimal delivery paths for all the
sessions in the network. In order to select better paths and
guarantee the rate for high-priority sessions, we determine the
(ij)
utility function Us , ∀(i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ S, as follows: its
value is larger if session s is in a higher priority level, and
if the quality of link (i, j) is better. The quality of link (i, j)
can be determined by the delay or loss rate on the link, or
the stability of upstream peer i. We will mainly use delay to
evaluate the link quality in our protocol. With Cs being the
priority of session s and Q(ij) denoting the quality of link
(i, j), we formulate the utility function as

XX

where
L(µ)
=

XX

min(−
P

−

X

j (ij)
(Us(ij) (x(ij)
s ) − µs xs )

X

j (ij)
(Us(ij) (x(ij)
s ) − µs xs ))

i∈N s∈S j:(i,j)∈As

XX

µjs Rs )

s∈S j∈Ts

= −(max
P

−

XX

i∈N s∈S j:(i,j)∈As

XX

µjs Rs ,

(5)

s∈S j∈Ts

and the polytope P is defined by the following constraints:
P
P
(ij)
≤ Oi , ∀i ∈ N,
s∈S
j:(i,j)∈As xs
(ij)

xs

≥ 0,

∀s ∈ S, ∀(i, j) ∈ As .

Here, the Lagrangian multiplier µjs can be understood as the
price provided by receiver j to its upstream peers for session
s. Such an interpretation will become clear as we come to the
adjustment of µjs with the subgradient algorithm.
We observe that the Lagrangian subproblem in (5) can be
decomposed into multiple sub convex optimization problems,
each to be independently solvable by a peer i, ∀i ∈ N :
X X
j (ij)
max
(Us(ij) (x(ij)
(6)
s ) − µs xs )
s∈S j:(i,j)∈As

subject to
P

s∈S

(ij)
xs

P

(ij)

j:(i,j)∈As

xs

≤ Oi ,

≥ 0, ∀s ∈ S, ∀j : (i, j) ∈ As .

(7)
(8)

Based on this nice decomposable structure of the Lagrangian subproblem in (5), we are able to solve the Lagrangian dual in (4) with subgradient algorithm in a distributed
fashion. In what follows, we discuss the subgradient algorithm,
which solves the Lagrangian dual and also derives the optimal
solution to the primal problem P.
We start with a set of initial non-negative Lagrangian
multipliers µjs [0], ∀j ∈ Ts , ∀s ∈ S. During each iteration
k of the subgradient algorithm, k = 1, 2, . . ., given the
current Lagrangian multiplier values µjs [k], we solve the |N |
subproblems in (6) by an approach similar to water filling
(pp. 245, [14]), which goes as follows:
The water-filling approach. Let f (x) be the objective function in (6), i.e.,
X X
j (ij)
f (x) =
(Us(ij) (x(ij)
s ) − µs xs ).
s∈S j:(i,j)∈As

Associating Lagrangian multipliers µjs , ∀j ∈ Ts , ∀s ∈ S, with
the constraints in (2), we modify the objective function in (3): Then the marginal utility for x(ij)
is
s
X
X X
XX
j
(ij)
(ij) (ij)
′
df (x)
µs (
−
xs − Rs )
Us (xs ) +
j
= Us(ij) (x(ij)
s ) − µs .
(ij)
s∈S (i,j)∈As
s∈S j∈Ts
i:(i,j)∈As
dxs

(ij)

Beginning with xs = 0, ∀j : (i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ S, we find
(ij)
one xs with the largest positive marginal utility and
increase
′
(ij)
(ij) (ij)
(ij) (ij)
this xs . As Us (xs ) is strictly concave, Us (xs )
(ij)
(ij)
decreases with the increase of xs . We increase this xs
until its marginal utility is no longer the largest. Then we
(ij)
find a new xs with the currently largest marginal utility and
(ij)
increase it. This process repeats until the sum of all xs ’s,
∀j : (i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ S, reaches Oi or all the marginal
utilities become zero.
⊓
⊔

timal Lagrangian multiplier values for the Lagrangian dual,
but also derives the optimal solution to the primal problem P,
which is formally stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. With the subgradient algorithm described in Table
I, starting from any nonnegative multiplier vector µ, where
µ = (µjs , ∀j ∈ Ts , ∀s ∈ S), the sequence of vectors {µ[k]}
converges to its optimum µ∗ , and the sequence of vectors
(ij)
{x[k]}, where x = (xs , ∀(i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ S), converges
to the unique optimal solution x∗ of the primal problem P.
We again postpone the proof to Appendix II.
3) An illustrative example: We now give a simple illustraThis water-filling approach can be intuitively understood as
tive
example to demonstrate the convergence of the algorithm
follows: we always allocate the upload capacity of peer i,
(ij)
to
priority-based
optimal topologies. Fig. 3 shows a peer-toi.e., Oi , to such a bandwidth variable xs , that the objective
peer
overlay
network
with two sessions from two sources to
function f (x) achieves the largest gains. We further prove the
four
common
receivers,
with session rates R1 = R2 = 500
correctness of the approach in the following theorem:
Kbps,
and
priorities
C
=
2 and C2 = 1. Oi for the six peers,
1
Theorem 1. The above water-filling approach obtains an
(0)
(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
v1 , v2 , v , v , v and v (4) , are 1, 1, 0.5, 0.9, 0.3 and
optimal solution for the convex optimization problem in (6).
0.5 (in Mbps), respectively. Numbers labeled on the links of
We postpone detailed proof of theorem 1 to Appendix I.
(ij)
With the optimal xs [k]’s computed by the water-filling Fig. 3 (A) indicate link delays. With the subgradient algorithm,
the price vector µ converges within 50 iterations, as shown in
method, we then update the Lagrangian multipliers by
Fig.
3 (B). The resulting optimal topologies for both sessions
X
µjs [k + 1] = max(0, µjs [k] + θ[k](
x(ij)
[k]
−
R
)),
s
are
depicted
in Fig. 3 (C) and (D) respectively, with the
s
i:(i,j)∈As
allocated bandwidths labeled on the links (in Mbps). Evidently,
∀j ∈ Ts , ∀s ∈ S, (9) high-priority session 1 uses better links with allocate rates for
all the peers up to the maximum session rate, while session 2
where θ is a sequence of step sizes that guarantees the
picks up the remaining available bandwidth, and its maximum
convergence of the subgradient algorithm, if it satisfies the
rate is not achieved by all the participants.
following conditions (pp. 26, [12]):
∞
IV. D IVERSE : P RACTICAL D ISTRIBUTED P ROTOCOLS
X
θ[k] = ∞.
(10)
θ[k] > 0, limk→∞ θ[k] = 0, and
In this section, we design practical protocols to implement
k=1
Diverse’s optimal bandwidth allocation algorithm and overlay
In our algorithm, we choose the step length sequence θ[k] = priority scheduling, as well as to handle various dynamics in
a/(b + ck), ∀k, a > 0, b ≥ 0, c > 0, which satisfies the above realistic peer-to-peer networks.
conditions.
Eq. (9) shows the adjustment of prices at each receiver j for A. Optimal bandwidth allocation protocol
all the sessions it participates in, based on the allocated upload
The subgradient algorithm in Table I is directly implebandwidths from its upstream peers. If the total acquired mentable with a fully decentralized protocol. In the protocol,
bandwidth for session s exceeds the session rate, constraint (2) at each peer i, as a downstream peer, it maintains its prices µis
is violated, and thus price µjs is raised; if the total bandwidth for all the sessions it participates in; as an upstream peer, it is
fails to reach the session rate, the price is reduced.
responsible for allocating upload bandwidth to its downstream
The subgradient algorithm to solve Lagrangian dual in (4) peers, by solving the sub optimization problem in (6).
is summarized in Table I.
Let Si be the set of sessions peer i is in. In each iteration,
TABLE I
peer i sends its prices µis , ∀s ∈ Si to its upstream peers
O PTIMAL BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
in the corresponding sessions. Meanwhile, after it receives
the current prices µjs from all its downstream peers for all
the sessions in Si , it allocates its upload capacity with the
1. Choose initial Lagrangian multiplier values µjs [0], at each
water-filling
approach. Then it communicates the computed
receiver j in session s, ∀s ∈ S.
(ij)
optimal bandwidths, xs , ∀j : (i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ Si , to the
2. Repeat the following iteration until convergence:
corresponding downstream peers. As its upstream peers are
at times k = 1, 2, . . .
allocating their own upload capacities as well, peer i receives
1) Solve the convex program in (6) with the water-filling
(ui)
ij
its allocated share, xs , ∀u : (u, i) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ Si , at the
approach at each peer i in N , and derive xs [k], ∀j : (i, j) ∈
As , ∀s ∈ S;
same time. When it has collected all the allocated bandwidths
j
for session s, it adjusts its price for the session, µis , based
2) Update Lagrangian multiplier µs [k + 1]
=
P
(ij)
j
on Eq. (9), and again communicates the updated prices to the
max(0, µs [k] + θ[k]( i:(i,j)∈As xs [k] − Rs )), where
θ[k] = a/(b + ck), at each receiver j in session s, ∀s ∈ S.
upstream peers.
We implement two types of messages in the protocol: Price
Update (PU) messages, carrying updated price from a downThis subgradient algorithm not only converges to the op- stream peer; Bandwidth Update (BU) messages, containing
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allocated bandwidths from an upstream peer. An illustrative
example for the messaging in each iteration of the subgradient
algorithm is given in Fig. 4, and details of the distributed
optimal bandwidth allocation protocol are summarized in
Table II.
B. Overlay priority scheduling protocols
The pseudocode for the priority scheduling protocols to be
implemented at the incoming and outgoing schedulers of a
peer is given in Table III.
C. Handling network dynamics
A peer-to-peer communication network is inherently dynamic: peers may join and leave at will, delay may fluctuate
and congestion may occur along an overlay link, etc. Such
dynamics pose a significant challenge to our protocol implementation, especially for the priority-based optimal bandwidth allocation protocol. In Diverse, we consider appropriate
handling of network dynamics as one of our main design
objectives.
In our implementation, time is divided into slots, which
are the time intervals for updating local measurements and
topology information, and for executing the optimal bandwidth
allocation protocol with updated information.
In every time slot, each peer actively collects or updates
local information for its optimal upload bandwidth allocation,
e.g., pinging neighbor peers to measure the overlay link delays.
With the updated information, at the beginning of a time slot,
a peer initiates the protocol execution by sending out its new
prices if it has detected any changes in the previous time slot,
e.g., join/departure of a neighbor peer, delay variation on the
adjacent overlay links, etc. A peer who has not experienced
any change in its local topology will also participate in the
protocol execution, when it receives any price updates or

allocated bandwidth updates from its neighbor peers. In this
way, local changes will propagate throughout the network, and
all the affected peers cooperate in a new round of optimal
bandwidth allocation.
Note that in this scenario, the optimization protocol always
runs from the previous optimal values, thus expediting its
convergence to the new optimum. Only slight modifications
to the protocol in Table II are required for it to run in such
a dynamic environment. Instead of initializing µjs ’s to zero,
we start the optimization protocol with µjs ’s being the optimal
prices obtained in the previous time slot.
In addition to executing the optimal bandwidth allocation
protocol once every time slot, each peer also promptly adapts
to local dynamics inside each time slot, in order to provide
consistent performance guarantee for high-priority sessions.
We divide our discussion into three cases.
1) Peer joins: In a time slot, when a peer joins session
s, it is bootstrapped with U initial upstream peers. Then it
requests bandwidth RUs from each of these upstream peers.
Upon receiving such a request from a new peer, an upstream
peer first assigns its spare upload bandwidth to it. If that is not
sufficient, it further shares the bandwidth allocated to sessions
whose priorities are lower than s, in proportion to their priority
values.
2) Peer departures: When a peer detects the departure or
failure of an upstream peer from session s, it tries to obtain
more upload bandwidth from its remaining upstream peers to
compensate its rate loss. When an upstream peer receives such
a request for more bandwidth, its handling is similar to the peer
joining case. The upstream peer first assigns its spare upload
bandwidth to the requesting peer, and then proportionally
deprives bandwidth allocated to lower priority sessions.
3) Network congestion: In our system model, we assume
capacity bottlenecks occur at the peers, rather than at routers
underlying overlay links. Therefore, while available overlay
link bandwidths may fluctuate due to cross traffic variation
at the routers, it still does not constitute the bottleneck in
most cases, and thus does not affect optimal upload bandwidth
allocation. Nevertheless, in Diverse, we do consider handling
of severe congestion that may occur along the overlay links
in some time slots.
In this case, delay on a congested overlay link becomes
much larger than previously detected delays on the same link.

TABLE II
O PTIMAL BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION PROTOCOL EXECUTED AT PEER i

Notations:
Si : the set of sessions peer i participates in.
Mi : the set of prices peer i offers for all sessions in Si .
Pi : the set of received prices from downstream peers.
UBi : the set of received allocated bandwidths from upstream
peers.
DBi : the set of allocated bandwidths to downstream peers.
Initialization:
1
Pi ← φ
2
UBi ← φ
3
DBi ← φ
4
Mi ← {µis |µis = 0, ∀s ∈ Si }
5
Send PU messages containing initial µis ’s to all the upstream
peers, ∀u, (u, i) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ Si
Upon receiving a PU message:
1
Retrieve price µjs from the message
2
Pi ← Pi ∪ {µjs }
3
if Pi contains all the prices µjs , ∀s ∈ Si , ∀j : (i, j) ∈ As
(ij)
4
Compute xs , ∀s ∈ Si , ∀j : (i, j) ∈ As , by solving (6)
with the water-filling method

5
6
7
8
9
10

(ij)

Update xs in DBi , ∀s ∈ Si , ∀j : (i, j) ∈ As
for each downstream peer j, (i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ Si
(ij)
Send j a BU message containing xs , ∀s ∈ Si
end for
Pi ← φ
end if

Upon receiving a BU message:
(ui)
1
Retrieve allocated bandwidth xs from the message
(ui)
2
UBi ← UBi ∪ {xs }
3
for each session s, ∀s ∈ Si
4
if UBi contains all the allocated bandwidths for session
(ui)
s, i.e., xs , ∀u : (u, i) ∈ As
P
(ui)
5
µis ← max(0, µis + θ( u:(u,i)∈As xs − Rs ))
i
6
Update µs in Mi
7
for each upstream peer u in session s, (u, i) ∈ As
8
Send u a PU message containing µis
(ui)
9
UBi ← UBi − {xs }
10
end for
11
end if
12 end for

TABLE III
P RIORITY SCHEDULING PROTOCOLS AT PEER i

Notations:
Si : the set of sessions peer i is participating in
Pi : the highest priority level among sessions in Si
inQueues[c]: the set of incoming data message queues at priority
level c, in which each queue contains the incoming messages for
one session in Si
outQueues[c]: the set of outgoing data message queues at priority
level c, in which each queue contains the outgoing messages of a
session in Si to one downstream peer
I[c]: the number of peer i’s incoming queues at priority level c
O[c]: the number of peer i’s outgoing queues at priority level c
timeForNextMsg[q]: time to send the next message for queue q
(ij)
xs : allocated bandwidth to downstream peer j in session s

5
6
7
8
9
10

m ← first message in inQueues[c][q]
dequeue and process m
end if
end for
end while
end for

Incoming scheduler:
1
for c = Pi to 1

Outgoing scheduler:
1
for c = Pi to 1
2
for q = 1 to O[c]
3
while current time ≥ timeForNextMsg[q]
4
m ← first message in the queue outQueues[c][q],
which belongs to session s and is destined to downstream peer j
5
dequeue m and send m to j
6
timeForNextMsg[q]← timeForNextMsg[q] + m.size
(ij)

2
3
4

7
8
9

while the queues in inQueues[c] are not empty
for q = 1 to I[c]
if the incoming queue inQueues[c][q] is not empty

Then, in the optimal bandwidth allocation protocol executed
at the next time slot, less upload bandwidth will be allocated
along this link, as we consider link delays in the utility
functions of the optimization.
Besides, inside the time slot, such congestion is actively
detected and adapted as well, in the follow way: Each peer
periodically estimates its achieved receiving rate in each
session from each upstream peer. When its receiving rate
is less than the allocated upload bandwidth, which is the
sending rate at the upstream peer, we know congestion has
occurred along the link. The downstream peer then feeds back
this rate discrepancy to the sender. At the upstream peer, it
decreases its allocated bandwidths along the congested links

end while
end for
end for

xs

correspondingly. When multiple sessions are sharing a same
link, it starts to reduce bandwidth from those sessions at
the lowest priority level. Meanwhile, an affected downstream
peer will actively seek more upload bandwidth from its other
upstream peers, so as to compensate its rate loss.
With such adaptation to network dynamics inside and across
time slots, Diverse maximally ensures the service quality for
high-priority sessions and is able to achieve excellent service
differentiation results at all times.
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
With the C++ programming language, we have implemented
Diverse protocols in an emulated peer-to-peer overlay environ-
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Fig. 5.

Convergence speed in static networks.

ment. Our implementation includes the priority-based message
scheduling and queue administration in the application layer,
and the distributed optimal bandwidth allocation protocol at
each peer. Our implementation also provides measurement of
QoS metrics and support for network parameter emulation,
such as peer upload/download capacities. It runs in the UNIX
operating system (Linux, Mac OS and other BSD variants),
and uses standard Berkeley sockets to establish TCP connections between peers. Actual data messages in each peer-topeer session are transmitted from the source, scheduled at
intermediate peers, and received at the receiving peers.
With Diverse implementation, we have conducted extensive
experimental evaluations on a high-performance cluster consisting of 50 Dell 1425SC and Sun v20z dual-CPU servers,
each equipped with dual Intel Pentium 4 Xeon 3.6GHz and
dual AMD Opteron 250 processors. In order to emulate our
protocols in realistic network settings, we generate random
network topologies based on power-law degree distributions
with the Boston topology generator, BRITE [15]. In each
topology, a peer has six neighbors on average. Download and
upload capacities for the peers are uniformly chosen from the
range of 1.5 − 4.5 Mbps and 0.6 − 0.9 Mbps, respectively.
Overlay link delays are uniformly selected between 1 ms and
10 ms. Except for the experiments in Sec. V-D.2, we run two
sessions in each network: Session 1, a high-priority streaming
session with priority C1 = 2; Session 2, a low-priority data
downloading session, with priority C2 = 1. In each network,
there is one source for each session, and the remaining peers
participate in both sessions.
A. Performance of optimal bandwidth allocation in static
networks
We first investigate the convergence speed and messaging
overhead of Diverse’s optimal bandwidth allocation protocol
in static networks of different numbers of peers. In each of the
static networks, the protocol runs from the beginning, where
all the prices µ are initialized to zero. Maximum session rates
of the streaming and downloading sessions are set to 500 Kbps
and 1 Mbps respectively in this experiment.
In Fig. 5, we observe that the number of iterations executed for algorithm convergence remains almost the same for
networks of peer numbers from 50 up to 500. Also, the total
running time to converge does not change much, which reveals
that the running time for each iteration is similar regardless of
the network sizes. Such results meet our expectation, as our

Fig. 6.

(B)

Communication overhead in static networks.

optimal bandwidth allocation algorithm is fully decentralized,
and thus exhibit its outstanding scalability as the network size
increases.
The communication overhead for sending PU and BU
messages in the protocol is illustrated in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 (A)
shows that each peer sends out 6 − 7 messages on average in
each iteration in all the networks, as the average edge density is
six links per peer, and communication mainly occurs among
neighboring peers. Fig. 6 (B) shows the average messaging
bandwidth used at each peer for the protocol execution. As a
PU or BU message is simply composed of an application-layer
message header of 24 bytes and a payload of a few double
values, the messaging overhead is as low as 7−8 KB/s, which
is trivial compared to the data rates in the sessions. Also noting
that the protocol execution takes only a very short period of
time, we conclude that our distributed protocol to derive the
optimal bandwidth allocation is indeed very lightweight.
B. Performance of optimal bandwidth allocation in dynamic
networks
We next examine the dynamic behavior of our protocol
in practical networks with peer joins and departures. We
investigate two peer dynamics scenarios. In each scenario, we
consider two sessions, streaming and downloading as stated
earlier, with maximum rates of 500 Kbps and 1 Mbps respectively. The length of each time slot is set to 30 seconds. Based
on discussions in Sec. IV-C, our optimal bandwidth allocation
protocol is executed at the beginning of each time slot, based
on peer dynamics occurred in the previous time slot, and
from the previous optimal values. Meanwhile, our dynamics
handling protocol also actively adapts to peer dynamics in each
time slot.
1) Scenario 1: In the first scenario, both sessions run for a
total of 22.5 minutes. In the first 10 minutes, 200 peers join
the sessions at random time; then starting from 12.5 minutes,
peers start to leave the network.
The results of this experiment are summarized in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 (A) shows the dynamics of peer numbers in the
network. Fig. 7 (B) illustrates the convergence of price vector
µ from its previous optimal values in each time slot during
the entire process, with the additional number of iterations
for the convergence shown in Fig. 7 (C). We can see that
in each time slot, convergence to a new optimal price vector
from the previous one takes much fewer iterations and much
shorter time, compared to running from the very beginning in
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Fig. 9. Average throughput in case of congestion: a 100-peer network with
two sessions.
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churn rates, based on the combination of optimal bandwidth
allocation and active dynamics handling. For example, in the
case that each peer joins/leaves every 20 seconds, on average
there are 10 joins/departures every second in such a 200-peer
network. We can see the throughput achieved at existing peers
in the high-priority streaming session is still quite consistent,
while that for the downloading session represents more fluctuations, due to our priority-based dynamics handling.
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Fig. 7. Convergence during a peer join phase and a departure phase: a
200-peer dynamic network with two sessions.

the cases of static networks of the same sizes. As peer joins
and departures are practical scenarios in realistic peer-to-peer
networks, this suggests that our optimal bandwidth allocation
algorithm can actually delivery good performance in practice.
The average throughput at each peer in each of the two
sessions is illustrated in Fig. 7 (D). We note that throughput for the high-priority streaming session always remains
at the required streaming rate of 500 Kbps. For the data
downloading session, at the beginning when there are few
peers and more spare upload capacities in the network, it
is able to achieve high downloading throughput. However,
with more peers joining and competing for bandwidth, its
downloading throughput decreases. It will increase again when
more bandwidth capacities are provided in the network due to
further peer joining. Similarly, in the peer departure phase,
the downloading session loses bandwidth when there are less
upload bandwidth in the network, and picks up the spare
bandwidth when more bandwidth capacities are left.
2) Scenario 2: In the second scenario, during a 10-minute
period, 200 peers join and leave the sessions following an
ON/Off model, with On/Off periods both following an exponential distribution with an average of T seconds. We monitor
the achieved throughput at each peer in both sessions during
this process and illustrate the average throughput in Fig. 8.
The results demonstrate that our protocol maximally guarantees steady throughput for the sessions even under high peer

C. Adaptation to network congestion
In our evaluations, we have also investigated the impact
of varying available overlay link capacities on the optimal
upload bandwidth allocation. We experimented with realistic
link bandwidths, chosen from the distribution of measured
available bandwidth between PlanetLab nodes [16]. However,
we find the bandwidths are generally much larger than the
session rates, so their slight variations do not affect our results
much. Therefore, we omit the experiment results for this case.
Given the over provisioning situation in the core of the current
Internet, we believe such findings from available bandwidth
distribution among PlanetLab nodes can represent the general
scenario.
Still, we examine the adaptation of Diverse in the case that
severe network congestion occurs somewhere at an underlying
router. For this purpose, we design the following experiment:
We introduce congestion to a steady-stage peer-to-peer network of 100 peers, where the average throughput achieved
at peers in the two sessions are around 500 Kbps and 310
Kbps respectively. In a period of 70 minutes, congestion occurs
twice in the underlying IP network, at 15 − 25 and 45 − 55
minutes respectively, and affects 10% and 20% overlay links,
respectively.
From Fig. 9, we observe that the throughput for the highpriority session is almost never affected during the first congestion period and is slightly affected during the second. This
is achieved at the cost of the low-priority session, whose
throughput is reduced whenever congestion occurs.
The observations from Sec. V-B and V-C clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our priority-based optimal bandwidth allocation and dynamics handling protocols, which consistently guarantees the delivery rate for high-priority sessions
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in cases of all kinds of network dynamics, and also maximize
the utilization of network bandwidths.

6

We next design two experiments to further evaluate the
efficiency of Diverse in improving service differentiation.
1) Comparison among four schemes: The first experiment
aims at investigating the effects of both overlay priority
scheduling and optimal bandwidth allocation protocols. Towards this objective, we compare end-to-end delays in two
peer-to-peer sessions with four different schemes:
⊲ NSNA: No overlay priority scheduling and no optimal
bandwidth allocation. Messages of the two sessions are
processed in a round robin fashion and they fairly share
the upload bandwidth of their common upstream peers.
⊲ WSNA: Overlay priority scheduling is applied, but not the
optimal bandwidth allocation protocol.
⊲ NSWA: Priority-based optimal bandwidth allocation protocol is applied, but not overlay priority scheduling.
⊲ Diverse: Both overlay priority scheduling and optimal
bandwidth allocation are applied.
In this experiment, 100 peers sequentially join the two
sessions in 30 minutes. The maximum rates for both sessions
are 500 Kbps, and the size of data messages is 5K bytes. We
monitor the average end-to-end delay per peer in both sessions,
which is computed as the bit transmission delay (BTD), i.e.,
message delay divided by the message size.
Fig. 10 shows the average end-to-end delay consistently
increases due to the expansion of network diameter with
peer joins. With NSNA, the two sessions are not differentiated and thus their curves overlap each other. By applying
overlay priority scheduling in WSNA, the delay in the highpriority session is slightly reduced and that for the lowpriority session increases. With the schemes where optimal
bandwidth allocation is applied, i.e., NSWA and Diverse, there
is a distinct drop of end-to-end delays in the high-priority
session and a corresponding notable delay increase in the
low-priority session. This is because our optimal bandwidth
allocation protocol always chooses the best low-delay paths
and guarantees the maximum rate for the high-priority session.
A comparison between WSNA and NSWA further reveals
that the end-to-end delays in peer-to-peer sessions are more
dominated by transmission rates and overlay hop counts, than
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Fig. 10. Comparison among four service differentiation schemes: a 100-peer
joining case with two sessions.

by queueing delays at the peers. Therefore, in Diverse, the optimal bandwidth allocation protocol plays a significant role in
achieving service differentiation across sessions. Nevertheless,
the combination of overlay priority scheduling and optimal
bandwidth allocation is able to achieve the best results.
2) Comparison across different numbers of sessions: In
the second experiment, we compare the effects of service
differentiation achieved by Diverse in cases that there are more
than two concurrent sessions in the peer-to-peer network.
We deploy multiple sessions in a peer-to-peer network with
50 peers. Each session is at a different priority level, whose
priority decreases with the increase of session indices. The
maximum rates of all the sessions are 500 Kbps. At the steady
stage of the sessions, we measure the average throughput
achieved and the average end-to-end delay experienced by
each peer in each session. Again, the end-to-end delay is
computed as the end-to-end BTD.
Fig. 11 (A) shows that even with more sessions competing
for peer bandwidth, the session with the highest priority can
always achieve a throughput near its maximum session rate,
while the allocated bandwidths for lower-priority sessions are
reduced to accommodate the additional sessions. Correspondingly in Fig. 11 (B), with the increase of session numbers,
delay in low-priority sessions increases rapidly, while that for
the highest-priority session remains unchanged. These results
reveal that Diverse can effectively provide differentiated performance for multiple sessions based on their priority levels.
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VI. R ELATED W ORK
There exists little literature that touches upon the topic of
application-layer service differentiation in peer-to-peer networks. Their main focus has been on the assignment of
priorities to different peers and the provision of differentiated
service quality to them thereafter [17], [18], [19]. As these
priorities are usually decided by their contribution of services
and resources, such service differentiation serves as a natural
incentive to encourage the peers to cooperate. Ma et al. [17]
propose such a peer-to-peer service differentiation scheme,
which distributes the bandwidth among competing peers by
designing a competition game for them. Similarly, Gupta
et al. [18] provide differentiated service quality levels to
peers during the content searching and downloading process,
based on their reputation scores, which are determined by the
satisfaction of other peers with their contributed services.
There are fundamental differences between our work and
existing literature. Other than prioritizing peers, we assign different priority levels to different peer-to-peer communication
sessions, and provision differentiated Quality of Service for
each session. Further, we guarantee better service qualities for
high-priority sessions across the entire peer-to-peer network,
and aim at achieving global utility maximization. Existing
work usually only considers a one-hop scenario, where multiple peers are directly retrieving from the source [17].
To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any existing work that discusses service differentiation across multiple
peer-to-peer sessions with application-layer approaches. One
piece of slightly similar work is by Key et al. [20], which
regulates the rates of “background” data transfer sessions,
such as downloading operating system updates, by adjusting
their receiver windows. In this way, transfer of such lowpriority flows only dynamically utilize any available bandwidth, without affecting active sessions of high-priority flows.
Though this paper considers a client-server model, its result
is remotely similar to that achieved by Diverse, when only
two priority levels are considered in the peer-to-peer overlay.
However, its proposed mechanism still requires changing the
TCP receiver window. In contrast, rate regulation in Diverse is
computed with the optimal bandwidth allocation algorithm and
implemented at the outgoing scheduler of each peer, based on
the calculation of the time to send the next message. Diverse
does not involve any changes to the network protocol stack,
yet still able to adapt to network dynamics.
In the general area of enhancing service QoS with
application-layer approaches, Service Overlay Networks [21]

purchase bandwidth from network domains to build service
networks which guarantee quality for QoS-sensitive services.
This proposal relies on bandwidth provisioning from the
underlying domains to meet performance requirements of
these services. As another representative piece in this area,
OverQoS [22] aims at improving the perceived QoS of a
session by prioritizing packets within the session itself, other
than improving performance for high-priority sessions at the
cost of low-priority sessions. In this way, it reduces the loss
rate of important packets at the expense of less important ones.
Overlay bandwidth allocation has been utilized to achieve
differentiation of service quality towards different peers [17],
[19], or to improve the overall performance in peer-to-peer
sessions [23], [24], [25]. In the former case, Clevenot et
al. [19] formulate the bandwidth allocation problem in a
multi-class peer-to-peer network into systems of differential
equations. They mainly address the problem in static settings
with a centralized solution, without considering any peer dynamics. In our work, we achieve optimal bandwidth allocation
by maximizing the overall utilities in a convex program.
Compared to previous work that uses optimization models to
improve performance — such as maximizing throughput or
minimizing cost — in overlay multicast [23], [24], [25], our
optimization model is tailored to the special requirements of
service differentiation across multiple peer-to-peer sessions in
heterogeneous peer-to-peer networks. We have also derived
a fully distributed protocol to achieve optimality, as well as
to adapt to network dynamics. These realistic concerns have
not been addressed in previous optimization-based approaches,
most of which are largely theoretical in nature.
Finally, in Diverse, we have introduced overlay scheduling
algorithms to achieve better service differentiation. Based on
our knowledge, this is the first paper that investigates benefits
of applying priority scheduling at the application layer in
a peer-to-peer network. Combining overlay scheduling with
optimal bandwidth allocation, we take advantage of every tool
at our disposal within the application layer, in order to provide
differentiated service qualities for multiple concurrent peer-topeer sessions with different performance requirements.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We conclude this paper with the belief that applicationlayer service differentiation is an effective mechanism to
compensate the lack of such support in the current IP Internet
infrastructure. Diverse pioneers this direction of research,
which addresses the challenges of providing differentiated
service qualities for peer-to-peer communication sessions over
the best effort Internet. In Diverse, its optimal bandwidth
allocation algorithm efficiently constructs optimal session
topologies that maximizes priority-based utilities. In addition,
priority scheduling is applied at the peers in the application
layer, which further improves the service quality experienced
by high-priority sessions. With examples, analysis and experimental results using a realistic implementation, we have
demonstrated a complete Diverse mechanism, that effectively
diversifies service quality of different sessions. Diverse is fully
distributed, optimal and adaptive to dynamics at the same

time. We believe that our positive experimental results —
from emulating realistic peer-to-peer environments in highperformance server clusters — have revealed the effectiveness
of Diverse in a real-world scenario. As part of our future work,
we plan to deploy the Diverse implementation in large-scale
peer-to-peer applications over the Internet.
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A PPENDIX I
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
(ij)∗

Proof: Let xs , ∀j : (i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ S, be the optimal
solution to (6). Introducing Lagrangian multiplier λ for the
(ij)
constraint in (7) and νs for constraints in (8), we obtain the
KKT conditions for the convex problem in (6) as follows (pp.
244, [14]):
X X
x(ij)∗
≤ Oi ,
s
s∈S j:(i,j)∈As
∗
∗

λ∗ (

x ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0, ν ∗ ≥ 0,
X
x(ij)∗
− Oi ) = 0,
s

X

(11)

s∈S j:(i,j)∈As

x(ij)∗
νs(ij)∗ = 0, ∀j : (i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ S,
s

(12)

′

−(Us(ij) (x(ij)∗
) − µjs ) + λ∗ − νs(ij)∗ = 0,
s
∀j : (i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈ S.
(ij)∗

(13)

(ij)∗

= 0 from (12), and
> 0, we have νs
For xs
(ij)
(ij) (ij)∗
Us (xs ) − µjs = λ∗ from (13). Since Us is increasing,
strictly
concave and
twice differentiable, the inverse function
′
′
(ij)
(ij)−1
of Us , i.e., Us
, exists. Then we have
(
′
(ij)
0
if λ∗ ≥ Us (0) − µjs ,
(ij)∗
xs
=
(14)
′
′
(ij)−1 ∗
(ij)
Us
(λ + µjs ) if λ∗ < Us (0) − µjs .
′

Therefore, in order to achieve a same marginal utility
(ij)
value λ∗ for all the positive
xs ’s, we always decrease the
′
(ij) (ij)
largest marginal utility Us (xs ) − µjs by increasing the
(ij)
corresponding xs . In this way, we are reducing the marginal
utilities towards
of λ∗ . If λ∗ > 0, we will
P the
Psame value(ij)∗
− Oi = 0 based on (11);
finally have s∈S j:(i,j)∈As xs
(ij)

if λ∗ = 0, all the marginal utilities for positive xs ’s will be
reduced to zero. Therefore, this water-filling process continues
P
P
(ij)∗
= Oi , or all
until Oi is used up, i.e., s∈S j:(i,j)∈As xs
′

the marginal utilities, Us
S, are zero.

(ij)

(ij)∗

(xs

)−µjs , ∀j : (i, j) ∈ As , ∀s ∈
⊓
⊔

A PPENDIX II
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
Proof:
We first prove that the sequence of vectors {µ[k]} converges to its optimum µ∗ . We know µ∗ is bounded, as it is
lower bounded by 0 and also upper bounded based on the
interior point assumption (pp. 226 [14]). Further, because the
(ij)
bandwidth variables xs ’s are bounded, the dual subgradients
P
(ij)
− Rs , ∀j ∈ Ts , ∀s ∈ S, are bounded too.
i:(i,j)∈As xs
Therefore, based on Theorem 3 in [12] (pp. 26), by the
subgradient algorithm with step length specified by (10), the
Lagrangian multiplier vector {µ[k]} converges to µ∗ .
(ij)
Then under the assumption that U′s is increasing, strictly
(ij)−1
exists and is conconcave and twice differentiable, Us
tinuous and one-to-one. Based on Eq. (14) in Appendix I,
given µ[k], there is a unique maximizer x[k] for the Lagrangian
subproblem in (5). Therefore, we have x = g(µ), where g is

a continuous function decided by (14). Let x∗ be the unique
maximizer of the Lagrangian subproblem in (5) for µ∗ , i.e.,
x∗ = g(µ∗ ). Based on the KKT conditions for convex program
P in (1), we know an optimal solution to P is also a maximizer
to its Lagrangian subproblem in (5) with µ∗ (pp. 244, [14]).
Therefore, x∗ is the unique optimal solution to P. Further,
since g is a continuous function, we conclude that the sequence
x[k] converges to the primal optimum x∗ .
⊓
⊔
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